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Dear Delegates,  

 

It is my pleasure to invite you to the Imposed War. My name is Sarah and I will be 

acting as your Director for this year. Your crisis team consists of: your manager, Mary; your 

moderator, Claire; and your analysts, Majd, Nina, Edmond, and Luke.  

 

I am a third-year specialist in the Modern stream of the Near and Middle East 

Department, and I am minoring in Political Science. This is my second year doing UTMUN. 

 

Iranian history is incredibly fascinating. The combination of religion, cultural norms 

and political shifts created a tumultuous environment for those involved in the government 

- with a very high turnover rate for those in office.  In a world where the Shia sect of Islam 

constitutes less than ten percent of global Muslims, the establishment of a Shia Islamic 

republic dramatically shifted the power dynamics within the Middle East. The Imposed 

War, known outside of Iran as the “Iran-Iraq War,” acted to solidify modern Iran and shape 

the regional dynamics we know today. 

 

For this committee, you will all be various representatives of the government and 

military of Iran, working towards winning the war, gaining power and attempting to stay 

alive. It is a hazardous world out there; remember how I said there was a high turnover 

rate? Assassination attempts by the Iraqis (and perhaps even fellow delegates) should not 

surprise you; investigations and trials concerning corruption or treason will frequently be 

necessary. Additionally, do not underestimate the importance of foreign allies. This conflict 

occurred over the course, and largely as a result, of the cold war. As such, Russian and 

American interplay may have direct consequences on armaments, global opinion and 

support, for yourselves and your enemies. 

 

When you do your research, keep in mind that things may not progress in tandem 

with canonical history. Use your research then to work towards new goals, beyond what 

your character may have been able to achieve. Most importantly, and not to sound cliché, 

have fun.  
 

Wishing you luck in your endeavors,  

 

Sarah McMillan, Director 
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Introduction: 

Pre- revolutionary Power Structure: 

The government of pre-revolution Iran took on the form of a constitutional 

monarchy. The parliamentary system consisted primarily of the majles (parliament 

members) of the two political parties allowed to operate: the Meliyun, and their 

“opposition,” the Mardom party.1 Both parties were in charge of choosing the Majles, but 

with the creation of the secret police SAVAK in 19582, backed by both the CIA and MOSSAD, 

all candidates had to be approved by SAVAK; consequently, the Shah effectively wiped out 

all official political opposition until 19753. As a result, in the later years of the Iranian 

Empire, the Shah assumed the role of dictator through manipulation of power vacuums in 

the absence of his President, and harsh enforcement of policy through foreign military 

support.The Shia Ulama worked as a secondary power in Iran, maintaining control of rural 

areas and receiving large donations in return for public support of high class figures. They 

often represented popular support although not holding and official political power. 

However, they were very skilled at mobilizing people at short notice for protests, which 

was an effective method of controlling the Shah in times of civil crisis. Their main source of 

authority arose from their effective monopoly on religious institutions and laws. 

 

Iran and America – the White Revolution: 

World War Two forever changed Iranian foreign policy. Following alliances made 

between Russia and Britain, Iran was no longer able to play off the diverging interests of 

these two powers. Iran was occupied by both in order to supply the Soviets fighting the 

Germans and to stop any attempt made by Iran to cooperate with Germany. After 

recognizing that his power was only maintained through the authority of the United States, 

Mohammed Reza Shah enacted a series of political reforms at their behest. By manipulating 

American fears of communism, he was able to gain increased financial backing, military 

support and influence within the United Nations. In return, however, the Shah would 

commit to introducing a series of reforms in order to sway the agitated populace away 

from the Soviets4.  

 

In 1963, the Shah introduced “the White Revolution,” to “widen his base, avoid 

unrest and strengthen American support.”5 This included: new land reforms, which took 

land from the wealthy and provided it to the peasant class; anti-corruption campaigns; the 

building of government owned factories; the decentralization of government functions; 
                                                           
1 Fasaee, Simin. “Social Movements in Iran: Enviromentalism and Civil Society”. Routledge, 2017, 44 
2Zabih, stephen, 78 
3 Fasaee, Simin, 44 
4  Little, D. (2015). IRAN-nixon, kissinger, and the shah: The united states and iran in the cold war. The Middle East 

Journal, 69(1), 142-144. Retrieved from http://myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/login?url=https://search-proquest-

com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/docview/1659979197?accountid=14771 
5 April R. Summitt. "For a White Revolution: John F. Kennedy and the Shah of Iran." Middle East Journal 58, no. 4 

(2004): 560-75. http://www.jstor.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/stable/4330063, p 569 

http://www.jstor.org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/stable/4330063
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assurances of education and literacy; basic health care, among other changes 6. Aside from 

creating an educated and politically minded middle class, the White Revolution 

predominantly challenged religious control over rural areas by mandating that the rural 

education be controlled by the government, and by removing land from prominent backers 

of the clergy.  

 

But the transition to the Carter administration in 1976, reminiscent of the Kennedys 

in their public demand for international adherence to human right laws, pushed the Shah to 

make more liberal concessions which allowed oppositional political groups to meet in 

public once again7. This provided more space for the liberal opposition of Iran to strike out.  

 

The Iranian Revolution: 

With the implementation of the White revolution, The Shah had begun to chip away 

at the Shi’ite ulama power structure which, until then, had worked in tandem with the 

national government8. The highest ranking Mullahs, or “ayatollahs,” began preaching 

against the Shah, condemning his reforms as a westernizing infringement upon Iranian 

culture; they began calling instead for a government based on Islam to return to and 

preserve their heritage9.  

 

Later that year, the Shah attempted to suppress the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini – a 

popular anti-reformist mullah – by launching a military attack on Shi’ite clergy training 

grounds, before later arresting Khomeini10. This attack sparked outrage among the people, 

leading to a series of uprisings to which the Shah responded with brutal force, firing on his 

own people with American made tanks and guns, and creating a government controlled 

Ministry of Religion to challenge the religious authority of the ulama11.   

 

In 1978, after the instillation of curfew and martial law in Tehran, a protest was 

fired upon, killing many in the process12. After this “Black Friday,” opposition movements – 

lead by Khomeini - turned from public protest to guerrilla warfare against the new military 

government13. As the government began to fracture, Khomeini filled the power vacuum by 

putting together a provisional government directly threatening the Shah’s regime. 

                                                           
6 April R. Summitt. 
7 Little, D. (2015) 
8  "Iran - The White Revolution | History - Geography". 2017. Encyclopedia Britannica. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Iran/The-White-Revolution#ref315913. 
9 April R. Summitt. 
10 Buchan, James. 2013. 
11 Buchan, James. 2013. 
12 Buchan, James. 2013. 
13 Buchan, James. 2013. 
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Additionally, the royal guard fell to either insurgents or “incompetence, insubordination 

and desertion”14 .  

 

 With the military no longer an active power, and the Shah receiving cancer 

treatment in the United States in 1979, revolutionary parties split and began fighting 

against themselves for power, primarily Marxist and Islamist groups. In the end, Khomeini 

was able to unify these groups under his own power,15 but not until “10,000 Iranians had 

perished in prison, some 200,000 had fallen in the war with Iraq and about half a million 

had passed into exile”.16  

 

Relationship with Iraq: 

Iran’s close relationship with the United States, and the Shah’s fear of Russian 

occupation, led to increased tension between Iran and Iraq. Iraq, under the Baathist regime 

of Saddam Hussein, maintained close ties with the Soviet Union. Although land disputes 

between Iran and Iraq were settled for the first time under the Shah in the 1975 Algiers 

agreement, the two nations maintained only tenuous peace.  

 

As “Grand Jurist” Khomeini began ruthlessly forming his Islamic state with the 

clergy as the political elites, Iraq was growing restless17. Their normalized relations under 

the Shah were now fractured, leaving much confusion about the future of their relations 

with Iran. For many, the revolution theoretically nulled the 1975 Algiers agreement, which 

solidified the “maritime boundary between the two countries to the thalweg—conditioned 

on Iran’s withdrawal of support for the Iraqi Kurds”18.  Iraqis viewed this as an opportunity 

to reclaim land they had reluctantly given over. Additionally, with the destabilization of the 

Iranian monarchy and military in the wake of the revolution, the Kurdish people were 

inspired to insurrection after years of oppression19. Iraqis were afraid these sympathies 

would leak into Iraqi controlled Kurds20. As a result, in 1979, Iraq began to heavily 

militarize the Iran-Iraq border, leading to a series of border skirmishes21.  

 

                                                           

14 Buchan, James. 2013.  

15 Buchan, James. 2013. 
16 Buchan, James. 2013.  
17 Golkar, Saeid. "Configuration of Political Elites in Post-Revolutionary Iran." 23.1 Brown J. World Aff. 281, 292 

(2016) 
18 "Iraq - The Revolution Of 1968 | History - Geography". 2017. Encyclopedia Britannica. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Iraq/The-revolution-of-1968#ref793635. 
19 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011. The Iranian Military In Revolution And War. London: Routledge., 235 
20 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011., 10 
21 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011. 12 
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Furthermore, the creation of the Iranian Shi’ite Islamic Government was a powerful 

call to all Shi’ites across the Middle East, and Iraq in particular had a population that was 

over 50% Shi’ite22. Saddam Hussein felt threatened, knowing that a disruption among his 

Shi’ite population would irreversibly politically destabilize Iraq.  

 

On September 2, 1980, Iraq officially struck the borders of Iran with the intention of 

seizing former Iraqi territories, with Shatt al – Arab as their primary objective23. Yet their 

original three week plan failed as oil prices plummeted and economic sanctions made their 

minor victories less valuable. It took over a year for Iraq to achieve just over thirty percent 

of their intended goal24. The conflict developed into a war of attrition by 1981, with most of 

the actual conflict taking the form of shelling targeted cities25.  

 

Current Power Structure: 

Khomeini’s post-revolution government consists of two branches of power, all 

under the direction of the Faqih. The multi-party cabinet is kept in place with the Islamic 

Republican Party – which is in complete support of Ayatollah Khomeini – maintaining the 

majority of the seats. Smaller parties, like the “Liberation Movement of Iran”, a semi-

opposition party, and “the People's Mojahedin Organization of Iran”, a Marxist opposition 

party, act in contrast to Ayatollah Khomeini, but with significantly less power. Societally, 

with the creation of the Islamic Republic, it has become not only sacrilegious to speak 

against the Faqih, but also illegal. As such, these parties are often the victims of public and 

political harassment, and investigation. 

 

The other branches of the Faqih’s power are rooted in the military, the Sepah and 

the Artesh. The Sepah, or Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), actively replaced the 

Shah’s SAVAK. They function as investigators and infantry, and are in charge of civilian 

conscription and activation. The Sepah is responsible for weeding out foreign influence 

from Iran and protecting the Republic.  The Artesh are the normal ground forces, including 

ground soldiers, air force, and navy, all answer to the Minister of Defense. The Artesh 

comprises the main body of active combat forces.  

  

Additionally, unlike the Shah regime, the new government is isolationist and insular. They 

no longer maintain close connections with the United States; however, they have not yet 

aligned themselves with the Soviets either. In the context of the Cold War, this means world 

powers are greatly suspicious of the new regime, as their interests are unclear. As the Cold 

War progresses, this position will be harder to maintain.  

 

                                                           
22 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011. 14 
23 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011. 14 
24 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011., 15 
25 Zabih, Sepehr. 2011. 20 
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TOPICS (NON-EXHAUSTIVE) 

1. The Purge: the Grand Jurist (Faqih) Ayatollah Khomeini has called for the 

government to be purged of corruption. Lead by the IRGC (Sepah), the committee 

will have to deal with rising scandals within the ranks, while representatives of the 

Sepah direct investigations into the political and military leaders, and conduct trials.  

2. Reclaiming and occupying territory: the region of the Shatt al – Arab is currently 

being occupied and shelled by Iraqi troops. The committee must work together to 

instigate a plan of action to push back the Iraqi threat, and determine what will 

constitute an appropriate response. Will recompensation be in order? Will you be 

able to accomplish these goals on your own, or will you require foreign help?  

3. Kurdish insurgency: the Kurdish people in northern Iraq are attempting to use this 

moment to declare independence from Iraq. Supporting them may weaken the Iraqi 

assault, however the threat of Iranian Kurds joining them is high. The committee 

must come to a resolution on the future of the Kurds in Iran and Iraq.  

 

Character List: 
Note: Our committee deals with an especially tumultuous period in Iranian 

history, with many moving parts and people. As such, characters being 

represented may not fit exactly in the period we are simulating. However, all 

delegates will endeavor to assume the roles and functions their character 

would have had in the revolutionary government, while using their personal 

powers and creativity to make their mark on the committee. If there is any 

confusion, please contact your Director at crisis@utmun.org.  

Cabinet Members and Politicians 
 
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr:  
 Prime Minister since 1980. Bani-Sadr wants to halt the 
purges in the military, and to release current military prisoners for 
active duty. He maintains control of the Presidential Guard.   
 
Massoud Rajavi:  
 A Marxist and one of the heads of the People's Mojahedin Organization of Iran 
(MEK). Rajavi maintains relatively close connections with Bani-Sadr. Although an active 
member in the revolution, his party is slowly being driven underground. As such, he seeks 
to challenge the growing Islamic element of Iranian politics and leadership.  
 

Hashemi Rafsanjani:  
 A cleric, Speaker of the House, and leader of the Supreme Defense Council. He 
earned his place on the revolutionary council by allying himself with Khomeini early on, 
making him arguably one of the most influential leaders in the Cabinet. He is a clear 
advocate for peace with Iraq, and lessening the conflict. 
  

mailto:crisis@utmun.org
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Ali Akbar Velayati:  
 Minister of Foreign Affairs and Rafsanjani’s protégé. Velayati maintains the official 
lines of communication with foreign states, especially as the tension of the Cold War rises. 
 
Mehdi Bazargan:  
 Former Prime Minister  and head of the provisional government in 1979; Bazargan 
is now head of the Liberation Movement of Iran. He resigned from his earlier post after 
failing to stop the violent extremism under Khomeini. 
 

Mohammad Beheshti: 
 Leader of the Islamic Republican party, Iran’s largest political party. He is a devout 
follower of Khomeini, and the second most powerful person in the Iranian politics. He 
wishes to punish Iraq, and therefore supports the war.  
 

Mohammad-Ali Rajai:  
 The currently appointed Prime Minister.  He is a leading member in the Islamic 
Republican Party, and a rival to Banisadr. He seeks to grow the power of the Islamic 
Republican Party, and take the Presidential office.  
 

Mohamad Selimi:  
 Minister of Defense. In government, Selimi is in charge of armed forces. He is an 
advocate for expanding and extending the conflict with Iraq, using the opportunity to seize 
as much territory as possible, and punish the Iraqi people.  
 

Ahmad Madani:  
 Former Minister of Defense. Madani is a nationalist and former Admiral in the Navy. 
He wants to expand and stabilize Iran’s territory and borders. He has experience in putting 
down separatist movements, and is highly critical of corruption in the military. 
 
Military Members 
 

General Zahir – Nejad: 
 Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces. He played a significant role in putting down the 
Kurdish Insurgency, earning his promotion through merit rather than ideology. He is well 
aware of the Kurdish threat and seeks to manage their claims to independence. He has the 
power to veto all legitimate military actions.  
 
Saeed Mahdiyun:  
 Head of the Air Force. Mahdiyun is currently under investigation by the IRGC, due to 
his alleged role in an attempted coup. He intends to maintain his position as head of armed 
forces, by successfully defending Iranian territory.  
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Ali Sayyad – Shirazi: 
 Head of the Ground Forces. He achieved his current station due to his  
role in putting down the Kurdish Insurgency; like Zahir-Nejad, he is not necessarily an 
ideologue, but has a good military mind. He intends to defend Iran from Iraq’s invasion, as 
well as the threat of internal minorities.    
 
Bahram Afzali:  
 Head of the Navy. Afzali was promoted after his superior was arrested for 
conspiracy with the US. He himself is currently under investigation by the IRGC for alleged 
Soviet espionage. He seeks to dissociate himself from any corruption scandals, secure his 
position as head of the Navy, and seize the Shatt al-Arab river to extend Iran’s access to 
maritime trade.  
 
Mohsen Rezaei:  
 Leader of the IRGC under Khomeini. The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps 
effectively replaced SAVAK, Iran’s secret police, and is currently one of the largest forces in 
the Iranian military. In this position, Rezaei is able to mobilize civilians and even children, 
when needed for the war effort. His stated goal is to protect the Iranian regime from 
foreign influence, military coups, and any deviant movements.  
 

Hossein Salami:  
 Deputy Chief of the IRGC and Brigadier General. Salami is in charge of purging the 
military of corruption in the committee, using his intelligence agencies to find evidence and 
bring committee members to trial when necessary. He primarily targets foreign influence 
and collusion, as well as anti-Islamic (and anti-Khomeini) rhetoric. 
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